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This afternoon I’m going to provide an update on the MEMS breakwater project.  When I say ‘breakwater’ I’m capturing the types of large coastal infrastructure that train estuary entrances, form harbours, or are used to manage sand.  Essentially they are just piles of large rocks.  However, where and how those rocks are placed determines whether the structure they form contributes to, or detracts from, the marine estate’s social, cultural economic and environmental values.



Threat And Risk Assessment
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Trained entrances cause significant environmental impact

Trained entrances can provide improve access to the marine estate
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The Marine Estate Management Strategy is informed by a Threat And Risk Assessment that identifies estuary entrance modification as the second highest priority threat to environmental assets in the marine estate.Yet data from social surveys and consulting with local government, which was also used to inform the Strategy, identifies a lack of access to the marine estate as a widespread and important issue. Breakwaters and trained entrances can be key infrastructure that facilitate access for boats and for people.It is important to remember that most of our existing coastal infrastructure was built prior to the environmental and social impact assessments we have today.



Breakwater project
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Assess cumulative and legacy 
impacts for estuary entrance 
modification

Audit existing structures and 
develop guidelines to maximise 
marine habitat and recreational 
values into existing structures 
during maintenance and upgrade 
works
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The MEMS breakwater project involved reviewing these impacts and benefits and undertaking the first audit of these structures along the NSW coast for their multi-use and eco-features to enable some consideration of cumulative and legacy impacts and benefits.This infrastructure that trains estuary entrances, forms harbours or is used to manage sand can have significant impacts on estuaries and the coast due to how these structures change hydrology.  In particular, tidal amplitude (that is how much water comes in and leaves the estuary with the tide).  The structures generally increase water movement within estuaries changing erosion and shoaling with impacts to estuarine habitats. Sometimes those impacts take a while to become evident and sometimes they occur quite some distance from the infrastructure.  Because of this, and the age of structures - sometimes quite big changes have happened to our estuary, but not been well documented.The way we use the coastal infrastructure has also changed.  We’re not reliant on shipping for transport as we were when many of these structures were built.  Sometimes small changes to a structure, such as installing a smooth crest surface, have enhanced multiple uses making the structure valuable to a wider group of people.  Sometimes other changes have add environmental values.



Breakwater Outputs
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1.) Science – Policy – Practice workshop
2.) Literature Review
3.) NSW audit of structures
4.) Guidelines for eco & multi-use features

1.
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4.3.
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In early 2020 a multi-disciplinary technical expert workshop was held to gather advice and case studies.The literature review and audit of NSW structure were also underway throughout 2020.These three pieces of work were used in the development of guidelines to inform the installation of eco and multi-use features when undertaking maintenance and upgrading works.As the project progressed it became clear that over time multi-use and sometimes eco feature had been incorporated into some existing structures in ad hoc ways.So the guidelines that have been developed, largely using best practice examples from NSW, while the audit makes a first pass recommendation on the multi-use and eco features that could be assessed in more detail for their suitability for installation during future maintenance.The idea is to make best practice, standard practice.



Audit outcomes
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- 43 trained, or partially trained, estuary entrances
- 30 estuary harbours
- 9 ocean harbours
- 13 groyne fields (8 are in estuaries)
- Cumulatively 45 km of breakwaters and

72 km of training wall and groyne infrastructure
- Stabilised sand for 3 km of ocean beach
- 15 structures facilitate 1093 ha reclamation of commercial 

/ residential land
- Most structures near car parks and 70 structures have 

crest surfaces that provide access to most people
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The audit also showed the cumulate scale of works and change to entrance condition along the NSW coast.There is a vast network of infrastructure, most of which was built in the early 1900s for commercial shipping, that is expensive to maintain and will require greater attention with climate change and sea level rise.This project advocates broadening the number of values and uses of the key breakwaters.  Here are some ways this can be done:



Multi-use: access, views, seating and fishing
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Extract from:  Northern Star newspaper
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Incorporating smooth crest surfaces on breakwaters for walking and thoughtful use of crown rock for sitting or fishing.  These inexpensive changes can fulfill multi-use values.



Multi-use: heritage assets
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- Heritage trails, coast-wide regional tourism
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Some breakwaters have significant heritage value themselves or are near other heritage items like shipwrecks. On the southern side of the Hunter River at Newcastle, the breakwater is featured in a GeoTour app that highlights the chances that have taken place due to its construction. While the breakwater on the northern side of the Hunter River, at Stockton, incudes a heritage shipwreck walk and a canter-leavered viewing platform over the wreck of the Adolph.  



Multi-use: safety stairs
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Slightly landward of the wreck the breakwater design incorporates carefully placed breakwater rocks that provides access for divers wishing to explore the wreck.  Carefully placed rock or metal safety stairs can create important access points to focus water rescues.



Eco feature: submerged key fish habitat
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- Colours, surfaces, ridges
- Lifting points: future habitat hollows
- Affixable tiles
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To reduce environmental impacts, minimizing the footprint of breakwaters and their impact on sediment transport are key actions.  Where these changes are not possible, research has demonstrated that it is possible to maximise the value of the rocky and hard habitat that existing breakwaters provide by increasing the complexity of the surface and the spaces that the rock or concrete armour units create when they are installed.A range of different eco features including seahorse hotels and black cod hollows can be installed in the submerged zone, seal haul platforms in the intertidal area and osprey towers adjacent to breakwaters in the above water parts of the breakwater. 



Where to find out more
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Identify new 
project to 
address key 
threats and 
partner with 
MEMS

Patrick Dwyer
patrick.dwyer@dpi.nsw.gov.au

Project profile page:
www.marine.nsw.gov.au/strategy-
implementation/delivering-healthy-coastal-
habitats-with-sustainable-use-and-
development/fish-friendly-breakwater-
maintenance
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The breakwater project brought together a diverse team of scientists, engineers and managers to use the best available science to guide future maintenance work undertaken on existing breakwaters to maximise social, cultural, economic and environmental values and opportunities.  The final documents will be available on the MEMS website shortly as they are currently in the final layout design stage.
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